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Html Learning: These are the basics 
In order to design a website, you need to learn a bit of HTML at least 
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Introduction 
HTML learning is not as difficult as you might think. The html code below can be the basis 

for any new webpage you build.  Simple?  Indeed, that's also the case: 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<Html lang="en"> 

 <Head> 

 </Head> 

 <Body> 

 </Body> 
</Html> 
 

Explanation 

Each html file begins with the so-called doctype declaration. It is meant for browsers so 

they know what html version your page is written. The doctype declaration for pages 

written in HTML5 looks like this:  <!DOCTYPE html> 

Directly below the doctype declaration is the opening tag of HTML. A tag is a sort of label 

that allows you to highlight different parts or elements of a web page, so you can 

distinguish one part of the other. All parts of a web page are labeled with such a tag. Most 

parts have an opening and a closing tag. The closing tag looks just like the opening tag, 

only there is a forward slash. 

The opening html tag is the first tag that you encounter on a Web page. The corresponding 

closing tag is at the bottom. That's always the last tag of a web page. Between the 

html open- and close-tag all other parts of the page must be placed. 

At the beginning html tag you can add some additional information as needed. In the 

example above, the code that tag to set the language of the page has been added. Because 

you're probably going to write in English, code lang="en" is added to the opening html tag. 

The head 
All webpages have a head and a body. The head is always placed before the body. Between 

the two head-tags there is information intended for the search engines and browsers. For 

the most part, this information is not visible to your visitors. The head has often a title, 

some meta - tags (used for the character and for a description). Furthermore, there is 

usually a link to a style sheet (which contains rules for the layout of your page), and 

sometimes one or more links to JavaScript files. The head of the page you're looking at, has 

besides other the following rules: 
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<Head>  

<Title> HTML Learning: These are the basics </ title>  

<Meta charset="utf-8">  

<Meta name="description" content="To design a website, you need to be in each  

Case learning HTML And that's not as hard as you might think.">  

<Link rel="stylesheet" href = "css / style.css" type="text / css" media="screen">  

</ Head> 

You can find the title on the browser tab in the window where you are viewing this 

page, utf-8 indicates that the browser should use the character set UTF-8 to display the 

page, and in the description there is a brief description of this page, often used by search 

engines in their search results page. Because of the link to the stylesheet, the browser 

knows which file has the layout rules for this page. 

In addition, there is much more to be put in the head. It may seem complicated at all, but I 

have a more detailed explanation about meta tags written, where you will see some more 

examples. 

The body 
Immediately after the head you see the body. Between the two body-tags is the part of 

your website that your visitors  get to see. HTML5 has special tags for different parts of a 

website, such as header (the area at the top of a webpage, containing often the company 

name and logo), footer (space down a website which usually a copyright rule state and a 

few links that do not belong in the main menu) and nav (navigation: the menu). 

Below is the sample code for a web page with a header, nav (navigation bar 

or menu), an article (Box), an aside (extra box) and a footer. The article and the aside are 

grouped in a div (division) with the name artaside and the navigation bar is joined to 

the artaside in a div with the name nav-aa. 

   <Header> </header> 

   <Div class="nav-aa"> 

     <Nav> </nav> 

       <Div class="artaside"> 

         <Article> </article> 

         <Aside> </aside> 

       </Div> 

   </Div> 

   <Footer> </ footer> 
        

I've tried to make this code clearer using colors and indexes so you can better see the 

structure of the page. 
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Because there are multiple div's, each div got his own class, this is to distinguish them from 

each other. Because each component must, of course, be given its own layout. Using 

a class I can easily identify them later. 

Within the different elements you now have, you can put all sorts of other components.  

• Heads or subheads as (<h1> </ h1>, <h2> </ h2> (the H stands for heading)) 

• paragraphs (coming between tags <p> and </ p>) 

• images ( <img> - an image is one of the few elements without closing tag) 

• tables (<table> </ table>) 

• forms(<form> </ form>) 

• and audio or video clips 

Click here for a list of HTML elements that you can use on a Web page. 

It will take a while for you to learn how to handle the most important html elements, but 

you have a start and the rest you will learn by doing it.  

 

 

 


